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Next Issue.
A CONVERSATION WITH NORMAN
SPINRAD
INTERVIEW WITH
J. NEIL SCHULMAN (Part One)
SMALL PRESS MAGAZINES
REVIEWED BY DARRELL
SCHWEITZER
And Probably Orson Scott Card,
Elliott, Geis, DeWeese, and
Other Voices. The Letters,
Maybe a surprise.

QLI0O
THOUGHTS
| RICHARD E. GEIS |
THE JEALOUS WHORE
Thanks to R. Markley, an SFR
subscriber who sent me a zerox of
an article which appeared in the
October, 1985 HARPER’S, I can share
some thoughts on 'The Temple of
Boredom” by Luc Sante.
Sante, a writer of literary
intent and status, has written for
the NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS, Man¬
hattan, Inc., NEWSDAY and 'other
publications.'
The article is six pages long,
and it is the latest in a series of
literary establishment bashings of
science fiction. Sante first sets
up sf for having hubris — great prom¬
ises when young, great pretensions
now—and then makes a series of
disparaging assertions "proving"
that sf has failed in various ways.
The books he examines are:
CODE OF THE LIFEMAKER by Hogan,
EMPIRE OF THE SUN by Ballard,
RIDDLEY WALKER by Hoban,
WINTER'S DAUGHTER by Whitmore,
MORETA: DRAGONLADY OF PERN by
Anne McCaffrey,
DEMON by John Varley,
STARS IN MY POCKET LIKE GRAINS OF
SAND by Delany,
HIS MASTER'S VOICE by Lem, and
MICROWORLDS by Lem.
They all fail in various ways,
and together prove that sf is a
fraud...and a pretentious bore.
Yet he begins his demolition
with these words:
'Science fiction has been in¬
vading daily life for a number of
years, but recently it has become
pandemic.'
He ascribes sf's success in the
fictional marketplace to the inceasingly intrusive "high tech” aspects
of our civilization which make the
future seem here-and-now.
'...it is increasingly hard to
distinguish between real and imagin¬
ed technology.'
We all know you can prove any¬
thing about sf and fantasy by care¬
fully choosing examples. Sante

complains of lack of variety, lack
of good writing, lack of dazzle,
lack of realism, and ignores Benford,
LeGuin, Drucker, the Libertarian
movement in sf, the feminist strand,
arid especially the incredibly vibrant
short story arena.
He even stoops in his zeal to
kill to personalities:
'Even today, most people are
familiar with the genre through
works of the 1950s, notably those
of its Gog and Magog, Isaac Asimov
and Ray Bradbury. The negative qual¬
ities represented by these twoprolix spew and poetical preciosity,
respectively-have come to stand
for the "scientific" and "literary"
pillars of the house. Both Asimov
and Bradbury come up with good ideas,
both are extraordinarily dull writ¬
ers, and both have publicity machin¬
es worthy of Hollywood. Thus two
middling figures have come to epito¬
mize the summit of the craft, there¬
by weakening the genre as a whole.'
So he says. So he asserts.
Why, he even feels it necessary
to strike a blow against fandom:
'From within, science fiction
exudes the humid vapor of male pre¬
pubescence. The cultlike ferocity
of science fiction fandom serves on¬
ly to cultivate what is most sickly
and stunted about the genre.'
Sure. But what
marvelously
malicious phrases! This guy is a
prime example of the literary estab¬
lishment's cultlike ferocity in
attacking a genre it cannot control,
and cannot kill and cannot profit
from.
In fact, for every sf book pub¬
lished by a major house, one more
slot is lost to "quality literature"
by the failing, shrinking coterie
of incestuous academic snobs who
pretend to rule Literature in Ameri¬
ca.
This latest vicious attack is
a sign of how desperate they have
become.
How sad and ridiculous they are.

FONDLING FONDA
'I have just added a sci-fi artifact
to my imagi-movie collection which
I suppose could be properly describ¬
ed as a Booby Prize: one of three
foam rubber molds of Jane Fonda's
breasts as featured in the film
BARBARELLA. There is no truth to
the rumor that with this acquisition
I have bitten off more than I can
Forrest J. Ackerman
2495 Glendower Av
Hollywood, CA 90027
'PS: Isaac Asimov, you may touch
them by appointment. There will be
a slight handling charge of two nip-

THE BURNT LANDS By Richard Geis
and Elton Elliott is on the newsstand racks now, panting..er..burn¬
ing to be purchased and read.
The cover reproduction below is
lousy because the cover is in red
and black [Red title, black back¬
ground], The center illo shows a
man and woman looking toward a
bumt-out city. A hell of a dramat¬
ic cover. I like it a lot.
The novel is a sequel to THE SWORD
OF ALLAH.
We recently completed a third nov¬
el for Fawcett, THE MASTER FILE.
No word yet on when it will be pub¬
lished, but a safe bet is about a
year from now.

Richard Elliott
Author of SWORD OF ALLAH
The morning after the apocalypse.
The desperale lew slruggle for what’s

HARLAN ELLISON'S influence on the
new TWILIGHT ZONE TV series, as Cre¬
ative Consultant, seems obvious, so
far. The choice of stories has been
excellent and the scripting and dir¬
ection excellent.
[To take some of
the curse off this praise: the first
episode, Harlan's "Shatterday", was
fine until it bogged down into wimpy.
Liberal nice-nice morality. Perfect
for TV, I suppose, but too predict¬
able and Responsible.]
MIKE GLYER asked me in a note on
the cover of the copy of his latest
FILE 770, (I can't find it now, but
the jist of it is:) "Are you using
any paid-for material in these cur¬
rent issues of SFR which you say are
now of amateur status?"
He's afraid SFR will win another
Hugo in the Fanzine category.
Well, Mike, all the paid-for art¬
icles and interviews and columns
have long since been used. There
are some pieces of artwork I paid
for several years ago, which are
still unused, and I'm dajmed if I
know which they are. I look at the
overflowing art box with astonished,
pained apprehension. The illos
Do Things with each other in that
box, because every issue, no matter
how much art I use, there is more
and more left over.
But to the core of the issue: if
the readers/voters /nominators for
the Hugoes feel that an occasional
paid-for-in-the-past illo contamin¬
ates the pure amateur standing of
SFR now, then they won't nominate
SFR, nor vote if it gets on the
Best Fanzine ballot.
I'll shrug and go on with SFR
as it is, regardless.
Oh, Andy Porter misremembered what
I wrote last issue about SFR's stat¬
us, and reported in SF CHRONICLE
that I said the print run for SFR
is at or below 1000. No, I'll be
ordering 2000 copies of this issue,
as I have the past few issues. The
number of paying subscribers has
shrunk to below 1000.
IThe post
office allows me to count contribu¬
tors and trades as subscribers, so
the statement of Ownership, Manage¬
ment and Circulation to be published
next issue is skewed by that enhanced
category.]
While I'm into this area—let me
say this about the possible future
publication of SFR beyond #61 or 62:
My heart is with SFR, and I love it.
But if my novel writing is bringing
in lots of money, and seems assured,
and the contracts are there...I'll
not continue SFR. If the novel writ¬
ing is eh! and/or I'm tired of it,
or don't need the money, then I will
continue SFR in a 16-page format,
mailed first class, on a monthly or
a six-weekly schedule, at $1.50 per
issue.
[Assuning inflation is still
quiet then. ] It would be a semiprozine, would make a little money.

AMAZING STORIES (TV)
I've seen two of them so far---the
old man with a date with a train fifty or
sixty years after he caused it to derail,
and the ego-ridden high school star ath¬
lete who is magnetized my a meteorite and
gets his comeuppance when the school bow¬
wow of a girl is also magnetized and they
...er...gravitate to one another.
The special effects are the show,
period. The stories are dumb and ick
and ugh.
This is Steven Spielberg's "writing
down" to the TV audience.
How long can
this show rely on gimmicks?

THE
NAKED
ID
THE PERSONAL JOURNAL

probably wouldn't exceed 1000 paid.
I will continue THE NAKED ID no
matter what.
[I have this fear that unless I'm
very busy, God will say, "Who needs
him?" and snuff me out.]

HARLAN ELLISON called sometime
back and was distressed at Elton
Elliott's echoing of the LOCUS and
SF CHRONICLE stories which describ¬
ed the apparent...
How cautious can I get?
Anyway, Harlan is supposed to have
leaped at Charles Platt and seized
him by the throat in retaliation
for what Charles said about Ellis¬
on's praise of Larry Shaw before
Larry died of cancer.
Harlan said it was misreported.
No doubt Charles would say the
same.
Elton wasn't there and in his
comnents on convention violence used
the LOCUS/SF CHRONICLE stories as
illustrations to make his points.
Harlan also said the incident in¬
volving Tom Disch and William Gibson
was not what was described in print.
Okay.
I don't care. I don’t go to con¬
ventions. They are now just masses
of young people milling around. I
can never find the people I want to
find. They can never find me. I
feel at a con out of place, out of
step, out of my depth, out of mind,
and out of sorts. I am not comfort¬
able in crowds.

OF RICHARD E. GEIS
THE NAKED ID covers all my oth¬
er interests, manias, obsess#5 was issued a few weeks
ago. It covered our local
woman police chief's drive
against street prostitution.
#Dire early warnings of an
economic collapse. I am
dumbfounded at the amount of
debt required to keep our
economy afloat.
#Reagan's cancer operation
was a radical procedure, not
normal as reported.
#Thoughts while doing dishes
—there mist be a better way
to eat/clean up.
#Professional writing notes.
#Thoughts an AIDS.
#God's Master Plan—how to
destroy a religious thinker.
#How to Live Cheap.

And More.

THE NAKED ID is published
monthly. $1.00 per issue.
[US$1.60 for overseas mail]
All issues sent first class.
Make checks to Richard E. Geis.
POB 11408, Portland, OR 97211.

For instance, I'm reading WARRIOR
WOMAN by Marion Zimner Bradley, now,
and note it's written in the "hated"
Third Person, Present Tense, and I
find It doesn't bother me [the tech¬
nique, not the novel. Maybe Marion
used the 3rd P, P. Tense to give the
prose a greater imnediacy, to focus
attention because the narrative was
subliminally different for most read¬
ers (who are style and technique
deaf). It'd be nice to know.
More on this next issue.

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE REVIEWER?
A subscriber from another state
called, dropped in for a few minutes.
I asked who he liked best for rev¬
iews in SFR...
[I was not hinting!]
He liked me best. [Years ago I had
praised Ray Nelson's BLAKE'S PROGRESS
and he'd bought it and liked it. He
would never have bought a Laser Book
Where was I? Oh, yeah, I'm going
except for my recommendation. ]
to review more, and more conscient¬
I mention this because I've heard
iously; that is. I'll write the re¬
it before. I mention it because I
views as soon as I finish the book,
have been sluffing off reading and
not months later.
reviewing for lo these many months
THIS TIME I'M REMEMBERING TO WISH
because of the time pressures of
YOU ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAP¬
writing deadlines.
PY NEW YEAR.
And I intend to do more reviewing
in the months ahead.

•

NOT NECESSARILY REVIEWS
I READ BOOKS AND THEN DON'T
REVIEW THEM, SOf€TIf€S, UNTIL
MONTHS LATER. A SAD, SORRY STATE
OF AFFAIRS.
SO THIS COLUMN IS T>€ RESIDUE
AND DETRITUS OF MY THOUGHTS ON THE
BOOKS IN OUSTION. NOT NECESSARILY
REVIEWS.

PHYSICAL INTERROGATION TECHNIQUES
By Richard W. Krousher
Loompanics, $7.95 + $2.00 postage and
handling. 1985.
This is
a
book so horrifying
and depressing it makes you wonder about
mankind. Cod, reality...
I review this for writers: here is
a rundown on the ways to torture a man
(and woman) for information. It is ra¬
tional, lucid, matter-of-fact. The end
justifies the means. No sympathy or em¬
pathy allowed.
This information—and the knowledge
that it is based on what men have done
and do to each other—should shatter all
preconceptions, all illusions, all ideals
about the nature of man. This shows the
underside of our real lives, our real
behavior.
Torture is not an activity carried
out by weird, psychopathic, depraved,
"inhuman" people. It is a deliberate
activity carried out by states, by mili¬
tary conmanders, by anyone with a good
reason for needing certain information
quickly. It is terrorism on a personal
level.
The terrorism in the Middle East to¬
day illustrates, again, the naked behav¬
ior of man without the luxury of "civil¬
ized" constraints. The End Justifies
the Means.
TEJTM is and always has been the
bottom line operating philosophy of man¬
kind; it is the rationale behind all
"need" or "revenge". We are a violent,
sadistic, selfish, sexist, racist,
thieving species at base, at heart, when
the chips are down. We will do anything
to each other if we have a good enough
This book rubs your nose in that
truth. All of our generosity, our love,
our ideals, our social structures, our
civilized ways...are luxuries permitted
by wealth. Strip us of that wealth and
we revert to "the law of the jungle"—
and become mankind in the raw.
If you flinch, cringe, deny this
truth, you're lying to yourself---and
you may pay for your avoidance of the
truth with your life, one day.
Come to think, this book should be
required reading in schools. Lots of
luck!

CYCLE OF THE WEREWOLF
By Stephen King
Illustrations by Bemi Wrightson
Signet, $8.95; second printing,
1985. Orig. published in a limited
edition hardcover.
The publisher calls this 128page book a novel, but by my count
it runs around 13,500 words, and about 454 text pages. The other pag¬
es are black and white, and color
drawings by Bemi Wrightson, and
very good ones, too.
The story is about a man in a
small New England town who,when
the moon in full every month becomes
a blood-hungry werewolf, about his
victims, and about the one would-be
victim, a wheel-chair-bound boy,who
fights him off once with firecrack¬
ers, and finally kills him with
silver bullets.
King writes very well, in this
instance in third-person presenttense (See Orson Scott Card's column
this issue for his thoughts on this
technique.), and seemingly effort¬
lessly creates whole, real, flawed
characters in a few paragraphs.
That's his greatest strength. How
much is talent, how much learned
skills?
This story has been made into
a movie titled SILVER BULLET, and
the orange sticker on the cover of
this printing indicates why the
printing was made and distributed.
Is this book worth $8.95?
Yes, if you're a collector of Steph¬
en King or (especially) Bemi
Wrightson. Wrightson's color draw¬
ings for this book are very effective
and evocative. They make the book
worth having.

ARTHUR C. CLARKE’S WORLD OF
STRANGE POWERS
Putnam, $19.95, August, 1985
ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S
WORLD OF STRANGE POWERS
By John Fairley 6 Simon Welfare
Putnam, $19.95, Aug. 1985
This is made up of cases, stories,
etc. which make up a British TV series.
Here they are organized, well illustrated
and pictured. Well-made slick stock book
with many color photos.
It seems well documented, detailed,
a challenge to mundane science and our
safe and sane Reality.
The Foreword is by Clarke. The
contents include chapters on all the
major supernatural aspects—Curses,
Predictions, ghosts, mind over matter,
reincarnation, remembering previous lives,
psychic healing...

RICHARD E. GEIS

What bothers me most are the cases
of precognition which seem to be legiti¬
mate. If some rare minds are able or
have "tuned in" on the future, however
briefly, then Fate is a fact. The future
is in place. We are running a track.
And stoicism and fatalism and "What will
be, will be." seems a rational belief.
This possible new, shattering reali¬
ty would totally disrupt our world, our
behavior. It destroys responsibility,
free will, and a huge amount of anxiety.
Verrry seductive.
At the same time, unless you can
know your own fate ahead of time, the
existence of a fixed future leaves you
back on square one, because you still
have to make decisions, still have to act
as if you have free will. (And in fact
the human psyche is built to operate on
the assumption of free will--the ego de¬
mands it.) No matter what you do, you
did because it had to be. Afterward,
you can shrug and invoke kismet. "Your
honor, I killed him because it was my
fate to do so. It is your destiny to say
the words you will say. I cannot hate
you for that, nor can society hate me for
the murder I did. I had no choice. It
was foreordained. It is God's will."
And thus you go to jail, to execu¬
tion, to whatever, with a free, clear,
guiltless mind.
Very attractive, eh?

CHARLES
e new Stephen King;
d Chari
Charles L. Grant and I are sitting
in the Manhattan Playboy Club, trading
stories over Bloody Maiys. Outside, the
July heat has turned New York City into
a walking locker room; but here, in this
curious male fantasyland of chrome and
cushions, art and artifice, all seems
right with the world. Charlie Grant has
just struck a major deal with Pocket
Books; though he winces at their wish to
call him "The New Stephen King," he seems
poised for the popular success that has
eluded him in more than ten years of
professional writing.
On the table between us, next to my
tape recorder, sit copies of Grant's
thologies -- as well as a copy of David
Morrell's LAST REVEILLE, which I’ve just
loaned to him. Throughout the afternoon,
the cotton-tailed waitress has restrain¬
ed herself from comnenting on the obvious
fact that an interview is taking place;

these deep, dark waters. But Charlie
Grant -- he's the unseen power, like the

wheel.” Someone had seen me driving,
and called to tell him!

full of red stuff. And I loved those
movies; I went to them all the time."

A PROFILE BY DOUGLAS E. WINTER

AD (1977), THE SOUND OF MUNICH! (1978)
E LAST CALL OF MOURNING (1979), THE
AVE (1981), THE BLOODWIND (1982), and
E SOFT WHISPER OF THE DEAD (1983), as
11 as two collections of novelettes,
CHIMARE SEASONS (1982) and THE ORCHARD

You
Got
No
Friends
In
This
World

HOW TO USE THE YEAR-END WRAP-DP COLUMN
These are reviews of science fiction
short stories, novelets, and novellas pub¬
lished in the September to December (or midDecember) issues of the magazines reviewed
in past issues, as well as a year's worth of
fantasy Book and several anthologies. Out
of nearly 250 stories I read this quarter, I
will comment on more than 140 that I feel
are important because of excellent or daring
writing, thoughtworthy ideas, or a plain
tale of unusual power.
This column will complete my look at
1985's short fiction. Thanks to the kind
cooperation of the editors of all the maga¬
zines, I was provided with advance copies of
the fiction that will appear in the last few
issues of the year. This was not convenient
for them. Unlike book publishers, the maga¬
zines make no regular provision for helping
reviewers. And when you consider that
there's no reason to expect that the maga¬
zines will gain any advantage from this col¬
umn, the only conclusion I can reach is that
the editors think, as I do, that it is worth
a bit of extra effort to promote serious
discussion of short science fiction and fanSo—a tip of the hat to the editors,
who read a good deal more than I did in
order to select the stories that appeared
this year. Thanks to them, my work has been
a pleasure.

ABBREVIATIONS and ISSUES REVIEWED
Afte = Afterwar (Morris) anth [Baen]
Amaz = Amazing Stories (Scithers) Nov
Anlg = Analog (Schmidt) Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec,
mid-Dec
Asim = Isaac Aaimov'a (McCarthy) Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec,
mid-Dec
F&SF = Fantasy & Science Fiction (Ferman)
Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec
FanB = Fantasy Book (Mallonee & Smith) Mar,
Jun, Sep, Dec
Liav = Liavek (Shetterly & Bull) anth [Ace]
NCry = Night Cry (Rodgers) Winter
Omni = Omni (Datlow) Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec
TZ
=■ Twilight Zone (Klein) Oct, Dec
Univ = Universe 15 (Carr) anth [Doubleday]
Whis - Whispers 5 (Schiff) anth [Doubleday];
Whispers 21/22 (Schiff) [Whispers
Press]

BY ORSON SCOTT CARO

■ME raCLL THAT EATS WRITERS
[The text for today's sermon is
Matthew 6:1-6, 16-18.]
Before Dante, educated Europeans
wrote exclusively in Latin. The vernac¬
ular languages were for mundane affairs
—like buying eggs—while intellectual
and spiritual matters could only be
couched in the well-turned Latin phrase.
There were advantages to this.
The most important was that Latin served
as an international language. The writ¬
ings of a philosopher in Bayonne could
be understood easily in Winchester, Vi¬
enna, and Naples. While Latin reigned
as the queen of languages, Europe was a
unified intellectual culture.
Another "advantage," though, was
less worthy. The use of Latin guaran¬
teed that intellectual and literary mat¬
ters were permanently sealed off from
the peons. Latin created and maintained
an international elite.
So it was a revolutionary act for
Dante to write his poetry in the north
Italian vernacular. By doing so, he was
rejecting elitism, declaring that his
audience would include the common folk.
He gave up the international audi¬
ence and all the traditions of Latin
verse. He gained a new audience of peo¬
ple hungry for his stories, and in so
doing he founded a national literature;
indeed, it might be said that he founded
all the national literatures.
The elitists were foroed to follow
him—kicking and screaming all the way.
Ever since, they have continued to look
for ways to undo Dante's revolution and
get literature out of the hands of the
scum of the earth.
Their efforts continue today, and
one of the most effective tools in the
elitist kit is Present Tense Narrative.
Every writer of English knows that
present tense is an unnatural narrative
the norm in li-fiji it's surprising to
find a New Yorker story that isn't in
present tense, and almost shocking to
find a past-tense story in the little
magazines.
So pervasive has present tense
become in the realm of academic fiction
that those who have become attuned to
that tradition no longer think it's a
big deal to write in present tense.
They are wrong. Present tense
narrative is completely alien to the
vernacular English language, and its use
creates a barrier between the storytel¬
ler and that portion of the audience
that is not comfortable with the conven¬
tions of contemporary li-fi.

advantages except the elitist one—it
reminds the peons of their incapacity.
I'm sure all the writers in our field
who have used present tense narrative
would deny any elitist motivation, and I
believe them. I think of them as vic¬
tims rather than perpetrators. They
were exposed to the elitist tradition
during a period of intellectual vulnera¬
bility; they are no more to be blamed
for perpetuating the idiocies of li-fi
than the children of cannibals are to be
blamed for homophagy.
Elitism lurks in every university
English department like a troll under a
bridge, waiting for young writers to
cross. Many escape with their lives,
but none emerges unmarked. Deep trollwourxJs still bleed into the work of some
of our finest writers.

present tense is in synopses. Writers
are used to si±>mitting novel outlines in
present tense, but this is also a tradi¬
tion in the vernacular: Think back to
the last time you or someone else re¬
canted the plot of a movie you saw. We
use present tense for second-hand stor¬
ies—to recount a tale that is more com¬
pletely shown elsewhere.
Again, we particularly do thia
with works of fiction; a movie or book
that was considered to be a true story
would mors likely ba recounted in past

one narrates present events—they are
implied through her speech. The only
narration is in past tense.
This sort of dramatic monologue
takes place whenever a narrator directly
addresses his readers, as in David Lang¬
ford's ROTES FOR A NEWER TESTAMENT [Afte]. The story (a very good one) is
being written down by a rather skeptical
character who is recounting the tide of
how belief in pre-holocaust writings
11

ficial language as they go.
Take Ian McDonald's EMPIRE DREAMS
(Asim Dec). It's a beautiful, sentimen¬
tal story of a child recovering from a
parent's grisly death through therapeu¬
tic fantasies of flight through space
with Major Tom. The story is told in
several discrete voices. One of them is
openly theatrical, like a play script—
and present tense in these sections ia
handled flawlessly, because it is per¬
fectly natural. The only rarr stive is,
in fact, stage directions—except when

BOOK REVIEWS BY GENE DEWEESE
THE NICK OF THE
By George Alec Effinger
Doubleday, $12.95
For a few pages, THE NICK OF TIME
might be just a normal story of time
travel. Frank Mihalik starts out from
1996 heading for the 1939 World's Fair,
but once he arrives he finds himself

and sideways, and ends u
(wrapped in "duck tape"
coming apart as it hits
falling on his head.
ly funnier. Funnier,
e amused by the follow
e first message receivi
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MISE, though part of the secret of the
FTL drive is revealed, the Makers them¬
selves have not been fomd.

A young progranmer, with only money,
grades and girls in mind, tries to create
a program he can use to break into res¬
tricted computers. Unintentionally, he
creates instead a program he can't shut
off, a program that grows and grows un¬
til, finally, it becomes aware of its
own existence, a true artificial intel¬
ligence.
Originally published in 1977, long
before WAR GAMES and computer hackers
became headline-makers, THE ADOLESCENCE
OF P-1 remains the best and most believ-

TH£ LISTENERS
By James E. Gunn
Ballantine/Del Rev, $2.9
In 2025, a radio tel
a message from Capella,
that there is intelligen
in the universe. That,
the beginning. Can the
lated? Should it be ans
what are the Capellans?
ity react to the sudden
Stretching over a pe
a century. THE LISTENERS

noticed such things,
's so little action t
ible to overlook.

inal two books, the information about
General Semantics and Non-Aristotelian
thinking were largely restricted to
quotes at chapter headings ("The map is
not the territory," etc.), and to the
famous "cortical-thalamic pause," which
always allowed non-Aristotelian thinkers
to logically and accurately analyze thei:
situation without letting their emotions
get in the way. The hero, Gilbert Gos¬
seyn, was a developing superman with the
ability to transport himself or anything
else instantaneously almost anywhere in
the galaxy, and he used that power and

and usually startling concept ever
hundred words, van Vogt literally
ged the reader from page to page.
NULL-A THREE, however, is virt
nothing but a 250-page cortical-th
pause. Whenever anything happens,
seyn analyzes it endlessly and tri

that a complex human equivalent of the
Three Laws of Robotics may someday allow
human as well as robot behavior to be
predicted. Second, the entire book is
an explanation of how the revered Earth
of the Robot series is started on its
way to becoming the mere "Pebble in the
Sky" that it is when the Empire is at
As is true of much of Asimov's fic¬
tion, ROBOTS AND EMPIRE contains virtual¬
ly no "action” in the conventional sense.
Everything is conversation, and relative¬
ly formal conversation at that. The ser¬
ies of discussions between the two robots,
for example, often appear to be Socratic
dialogues between a robotic Sherlock
Holmes and a semi-telepathic Doctor Wat¬
son. None of this, however, keeps the
book from being exciting and fascinating,
any more than similar qualities kept the
Foundation Series from being voted the
best SF series of all time.

revolution-inspiring terrorism. The
first forty pages of THE MAN WHO NEVER
MISSED follows Khadaji through the last
few days of those six months, as he car¬
ries out the last, crowning step of his
campaign. The remaining hundred and
fifty pages, however, is only an extend¬
ed flashback, explaining how he went
from being a loyal Confederation soldier
to being a sworn and terribly effective
enemy of that same Confederation.
The first part is great fun, a rous¬
ing PLANET STORIES style adventure with
a touch of THE SHADOW thrown in, what
with Khadaji's secret identity, immense
wealth, and the like. The second part,
the semi-mystical explanation of how and
why he is what he is, is less successful
but still interesting enough to keep you
reading, once you've been hooked by the
first forty pages. The main trouble, at
least for me, was that Khadaji's reasons
for hating the Confederation were so
simplistic -- the evil Confederation
slaughtering wave after charging wave of
poorly armed and therefore non-evil, anti
Confederation fanatics -- that I found
myself sympathizing with the Confedera¬
tion more often than not. Even with its

and four novels, might not still
ound to help Hari Seldon discove
history and initiate the Foundat
ing the dying days of the Empire
Worst of all, though, is the fact
that, buried in all the pedestrian anal¬
yses and lectures and simple-minded con¬
versations, there's a story that could
have been the equal of the first two
books. There are interstellar wars, the
discovery of the origins of the human
race in another galaxy, massive alien
battle cruisers transported instantan¬
eously from one galaxy to another, and
more, but virtually every bit of it hap¬
pens off stage. Gosseyn is told what
has happened and is more than once told
that it is perhaps the most important
thing that ever happened in either gal¬
axy. The reader, however, never gets to
see any of those things happening and is
never allowed to get involved in those
or any other happenings. Gosseyn simply
wanders from one analysis or lecture to
the next, never really getting involved,
never really involving the reader.

world that will require very little -say the theft of a Greek archeological
artifact by an American --to spark a
war. The characters, in addition to An¬
derson, are a well-done collection of
scientists, an overly macho Greek colon¬
el, and bureaucrats sharing varying de¬
grees of short-sightedness and self in-

ew and scientifically plauslikely, menace in the form of
sive (one ton) elementary subicle. For those who want
ation or need more convincing,
en a "Technical Afterword" exe science involved.

Still, it’s probably
most readable novel
-winning TIMESCAPE.

INFINITY S WEB
By Sheila Finch, Bantam Spectra, $2.95
Ann, Tasha, Val and Stacey are all
the same woman, but each lives in a tot¬
ally different world. Tasha, for in¬
stance, lives in a world where Germany
won World War II and has been ruled ever
since Hitler's abdication by his nephew,
a seemingly benevolent and enlightened
emperor. The only common thread that
runs through the worlds, aside from the
heroine's unhappiness, is that in each,
there is an ongoing attempt to redefine
reality and perhaps make contact with
other realities through a combination
of mysticism and physics of the sort
that Paul Davies and others have been
writing about in recent years.
The characters are vrell-developed
•and interesting, though often not very
sympathetic, and the excellently sus¬
penseful narrative keeps you hopping
from world to world and page to page
from beginning to end. The only draw¬
back is that in the end the mysticism/
physics combination seems to tilt too
far in the direction of conventional
mysticism. Despite this somewhat disap
pointing ending, INFINITY'S WEB is stil
one of the better books of the year.

SCIENCE FICTION BY THE
BY ROBERT

NUMBERS

SABELLA

Defining science fiction is almost
as widespread a practice as writing it.
Nearly all SF writers have at some point
in their careers proposed a definition
of science fiction. But sciaice fic¬
tion is such a wide genre that most def¬
initions either exclude many recognized
science fiction stories (usually a type
of story out of favor with the writer
creating the definition) or else are so
general as to include many stories that
are obviously not science fiction. Con¬
sider the following definitions.
John W. Campbell, Jr. claimed that
"science fiction consists of the hopes
and dreams and fears of a technological¬
ly-based society." This definition de¬
fines the type of stories Campbell sought
for ASTOUNDING STORIES and ANALOG, but
it excludes a large portion of the field.

tastic at all, but still fall within the
framework of science fiction. Kate Wil¬
helm's WELCOME, CHAOS, for example, or
John Brunner's STAND ON ZANZIBAR. Con¬
cepts such as telepathy are frequently
investigated by scientists to determine
if they might be scientifically valid.
Do they still qualify as "fantastic" events? If not, then any story with tele¬
pathy as its only speculative element
cannot be science fiction. That exclud¬
es Robert Silverberg's DYING INSIDE and
John Brunner's THE WHOLE MAN, among
Perhaps as a reaction to the diffi¬
culty of defining science fiction, a
few science fiction writers have thrown
up their hands in disgust. Damon Knight
decided that science fiction is "what¬
ever I'm pointing at when I call some-

facts that have never been proven in the
real world. Neither ARROWSMUH nor OOMA
assume anything that is not scientifical¬
ly accepted. Every generally-accepted
science fiction story I know assumes
something not accepted by the scientific
coimunity.
An interesting side effect of my def¬
inition is that it enables stories to be
compared by degrees of SFnalness. Larry
Niven's RINGWORLD assumes several imag¬
inary axioms such as the feasibility of
the Ringworld, the existence of alien
beings, the ability of a person to be
bred for luck, etc. On the other hand,
Kate Wilhelm's WELCOME CHAOS only assumes
the possibility of .physical ijimortality.
Hence RINGWORLD is more SFnal than WEL¬
COME, CHAOS.

THE UlUISECTOR
BY DARRELL SCHWEITZER
TOE TRUE AND TERRIBLE HISTORY OF THE
LOST RACE NOVEL (Kith Contemporary Ap¬
plications)
I am sure some World War Che era
Barry Malzberg would have called it so.

save that it is not set in the Lost Val¬
ley of Fongo-Fongo in Darkest Africa.
So in that sense the Lost Race novel
evolved into something else, even as di¬
nosaurs evolved into birds. But this
was hardly a comfort to the last, gasp-

Her life as an ant has made her rruch more
sensitive and empathetic so that she and
her parents become a family once again.
Sarah revisits the Nest site one day
(Page 138):
"The bark was wavy in front of
my eyes. I couldn't see it clear¬
ly. When I rubbed my eyes they
But I was separate from them, out
in the cold. History says you
lose everything you love in the
end. But it changes you so that
you get back what you have lost."

ess treats him with contempt. Pietro’s
parents were killed; the Countess took
him.to live with her; she seems to have
no affection or empathy toward the boy.
Why is he there at all? And why is he
given an isolated, old attic nursery as
his room, wifh no education provided and
no educational toys? Why is he locked
in his room and what is the ailment caus¬
ing him to be sickly and subject to con¬
vulsions and nightmarish wanderings?
The book will keep you turning pages
until the final chapter or two when all
the mysteries are cleared up. I shall
be interested in reading other books by
Barbara Michaels.

OATH OF FEALTY:
NO THUD,
SOME BLUNDERS

By Sheila Finch

TEN YEARS AGO
IN SCIENCE FICTION

BY ROBERT SA3ELLA
The First World Fantasy Convention

is Available in
MICROFORM

VIPER #1
A new Comix from RIP Off Press,
POB 14158, San Francisco, CA 94114
$2.00 plus 85< per order for the
ubiquitous postage & handling.
ADULTS ONLY because there are obscene
words and genitals shown.
Not very pretty, these stories of
drug use (and abuse). The evil drugs like
cocaine, heroin, etc. The hallucinations,
the dependency, the deliriums, the crimes,
the money involved...Not as bad as acolholism, but it makes you think.
This comix seems-to-me is of the Look
At That! Ain't It Awful! tribe which makes
money off depicting sin in horrendous,
delicious detail.

PKDS NEWSLETTER #8
Box 611, Glen Ellen, CA 95442; $6. year.
The Philip K. Dick worship society
issues this, and it's fascinating. In
this issue the standout item is an inter¬
view with Dick friends (now writers) Tim
Powers and James P. Blaylock, in which
they light-heartedly reveal Phil's some¬
times loonytoons behavior, his feets of
clay, his perverse behaviors or various
More and more, as information about
his life comes to light, it appears that
Phil Dick was a talented paranoid schizo¬
phrenic (according to how we classify the
emotionally "disturbed" nowdays.
We do love maverick and crazy writ¬
ers, don't we? They seem to say things
we'd like to say, live lives we'd like
to lead (briefly). And we suspect these
"crazy" ones have...just maybe... through
their insanity...touched God or the Final
Truth...or something.
Ah, the fascinattion with bizarre, undisciplined, uncon¬
trolled thinking and writing and doing.

GNOSIS #1 A Journal of the Western
Inner Traditions
$4.00
P.O. Box 14217, San Francisco, CA 94114
On the cover they blazon: The Myster¬
ious Revelations of Philip K-^Dick.
is the editor: This a joke, Jay? Prob¬
ably not, since it is published by The
Lumen Foundation...of which Jay Kinney
is President.
He must have a serious
side.Well, anyway, Jay wrote the long
article about Dick in this issue, and it
speculates about Dick’s mind after "the
pink beam" hit him and he turned to writ¬
ing his religious sf novels.
I mention this new magazine for those
who are interested. As for me, a blue
beam hit me in 1964 and changed my life
forever alter. I will Reveal All in due
time. (It came from a pink pussy, but
God Works in Mysterious Ways.) What the
blue beam told qie is Sacred Information
to be revealed only on my deathbed.

CHARLES PLATT, whatever you may
think of him personally [I like him
personally, and think of him as a
burr under the saddle of fandom who
causes a lot of snorting and rear¬
ing], is also a victim of the dis¬
ease I have: publishyouropinionsitis, and as such is also to be pit¬
ied.
So he is now publishing another
semi-personal joumal/fanzine so
soon after killing PATCHIN REVIEW,
this called RB4.
REM is small (16 half-size pages)
There are several Awful Possessions
and costs four 22* stamps or four
and exorcisms before a tricky, twisty
international reply coupons. Not
a fortune-producing format. This
The tiny sixteen-frames-per-page
zine is for the love of it.
illos permit a lot of text, which is
necessary to tell the story more or lass
This issue [#2] sparkles with
as Bloch write it in 1942 for WEIRD TALES. "Slamdancing in SF" by Paul Di Fil¬
But the incremental illos limit the art¬
ippo, an acidic examination of a new
ists and frustrate the reader/viewer.
'school' of sf called "cyberpunk".
This is letter-size, full-color,
John Smith regrets the lack of wit
slick, thick paper.
Future DC Graphic novels--are promised in sf since the death of Phil Dick.
There are letters from Gregory
which will be adapted from stories by Ray
Bradbury, Harlan Ellison and Robert SilvBenford and Piers Anthony about Sci¬
erberg.
entology .
Charles follows with an entrancing,
opinion-loaded, insight-heavy, sliceHIGH TECH TERROR #4
of-life con report titled "Partying
Craig Ledbetter,
With the Mandelbrot Set."
1 Yorkshire Court
Well worth a few stamps, folks.
Richardson, TX 75081
A six-page (this issue) mag.

HELL ON EARTH By Robert Bloch
A Science Fiction Graphic Novel
Adapted by Keith Griffin and Robert Loren
Fleming.
DC COMICS, INC.,
$7.95
666 Fifth Av, New York, NY 10103
Interesting graphic story technique
used to tell this story of a hack writer
of horror novels recruited to help in a
experiment (scientific, sort of) to raise
denizens of the underworld (not the Mafia)
and by mistake raises The Devil Himself--

devoted to horror video releases.
Apparently a whole lot' of companies
are releasing a whole lot of new and
old horror movies on tape. Some
judgement must be used by the serious
collector/aficionado of this genre.
Ledbetter is not a great stylist,
but he gets the job done.
Videos reviewed/comnented-on
are: DAUGHTER OF DARKNESS (1971),
SHE FREAK (1967), SAVAGE ABDUCTION
(1972), SCHOOL GIRL IN CHAINS (?),
OR. GORE (1974 & 1905).
There is also a few bits of
news and tech talk.
Craig should use smaller marg¬
ins, two coluims, and reduce the
pica type to get more words per page.

RICHARD E. GEIS

OTHER VOICES
OTHER VOICES

DARGONFIELD AND 07>£fi STORIES
By Jane Yolen
Ace, 09/85, 241 pp., $2.95
ISBN: 0-441-16622-9
REVIEWED BY CHARLES EE LINT
Jane Yolen's writing is always a de¬
light and her new anthology contains
tvrenty tales and seven poems to prove it.
While only one of the pieces, the title
story "Dragonfield," is previously un¬
published, the sources of most of the
entries are so many and varied that the
greater portion should be new to readers
of this anthology. Some first appeared
in THE MAGA2INE OF FANTASY 6 SCIENCE FICTIOJ, others in ISAAC ASIMOV'S SCIENCE
Fieri® MAGAZINE, still more in antholo¬
gies like FAERY! (Ace, 1984) or in small
press magazines.
DRAGONFIELD makes an excellent com¬
panion to TALES OF WONDER (Schocken,
1983), the first of her anthologies to
be aimed'at the adult market, rather
than appearing as a Young Adult title as
her other seventy-some books and collec¬
tions have mostly appeared. There is
only one tale that appears in both -"The White Seal Maid" -- and it's worth
reading more than twice. The other tales
range from a hero and aiherbalist fight¬
ing a dragon with a kite to a girl who
cried flowers, from a wolves'-eye view
of traditional fairy tales to a princess
whose freedom lay in an embroidery.
If I had any nit to pick (even
though I know a writer's work should be
taken as it is), I would have liked some
personal insights into the backgrounds,
sources and origins of the stories. Be
that as it may, if you are unfamiliar
with Yolen's work, DRAGONFIELD makes an
excellent and affordable introduction.
If you know her work, you'll meet some
old friends here, but you'll make some
new ones as well.

TFE GLASS HAMPER
By K. W. Jeter
Bluejay Books, 248 pp., $8.95 trade pb.
REVISED BY ANDY WATSON
Anyone familiar with K.W. Jeter's
books DR ADDER and SOUL EATER knows, or
ought to know, that they are in for a
powerful experience when they open one
of his books. He can surprise, amaze,
disturb and enlighten like nobody else.
His is a unique talent. Experience has
made him an increasingly better writer
and the totality and crispness of his
vision is as fresh as ever. When you
pick up his latest novel, THE GLASS HAM¬
MER, prepare yourself.
As always, there is a moving plot.
That, with Jeter, you can take for grant¬
ed. But unlike other books which are
equally tough to put down, his linger on
in your mind for hours, days -- probably
the rest of your life. You will never
be the same.
This is entertaining fiction seeth¬
ing with engaging ideas. The characters
have rare life than most in-laws. The
narrative flow sweeps across your time
sense like the pattern in a Navajo rug.
Intellectual concepts are addressed com¬
prehensively in startlingly concise (yet,
still, ccnversational) snatches of dia¬
logue. There seems to be purpose under¬
lying every single word: Jeter is ev¬
idently a very effective editor of his
own work. The guy can write and he has
something to write about! What a com¬
bination.

Briefly, (remembering that trying to
sunmarize a K.W. Jeter book is like at¬
tempting to conmunicate "The Spanish Entymologist" via charades in thirty sec¬
onds or less), THE GLASS HAFMER is set
in a post-War future North America. A
bureaucratic church organization obses¬
sed with the past and a government de¬
termined to control the future inadver¬
tantly conspire to place the protagonist;
a cynical malcontent named Schuyler, in
a position to, among other things: fath¬
er a child who may or may not be God;
become an international video star by
racing high-tech cars between Phoenix
and L.A. while being bombarded with Star
Wars weaponry from military satellites;
receive mysterious voice transmissions
on his automobile's sardonic computer
copilot; befriend a man whose understand¬
ing of the fabric of reality ultimately
destroys him; travel on foot across
thousands of miles in blizzard condi¬
tions created by a menacing weathermodification satellite; and to become
the object of an annual failed-murderattempt ritual conducted by a religious
order of women who for several genera¬
tions have reproduced among themselves
asexually through the use of genetic en¬
gineering techniques. That all these
bizarre concepts are closely and com¬
fortably integrated is an indication of
the power of this novel.
Philip K. Dick fans have an extra
incentive to read this book. PKD is
wonderfully captured in the character
Dolph Bischofsky, a man obsessed with
the arcana of stained glass cathedral
window reconstruction (an interesting
choice of metaphor for Phil Dick's meta¬
physical confusions and reveltions).
There can be little doubt, so close is
the resemblance. Quoting from pages
116-117:
"His reason for wanting to dis¬
cuss the voices with Bischofsky
had been that the older man, with
his parade of loony wives and
girlfriends, and Bischofsky's own
shuttling in and out of therapy
and the bin back at Northernmost
Parish, had become something of
an authority on cracking up. He
was better than a psych tech,
having seen it both at close
range and from the inside. He
could tell, if anybody could, if
the voices ... were actually the
sound of Schuyler's brain cells
breaking free of each other, the
connections corroded, as might
be expected, by recent events.
As long as I can keep him from
going off on some religious tan¬
gent to explain it, thought Sch¬
uyler. Such as the voices being
the Holy Ghost on a shortwave
If that’s not Philip K. Dick he's
talking about, then it's nobody at all.
Remember -- K.W. Jeter and PKD were close
friaids during the last years of that
man's life. Other details too juicy to
spill here go further towards confirming
this theory. For example, I’ve written
to K.W. Jeter asking if in fact Phil
Dick really did throw a coffee table
through a window because an erstwhile
girlfriend had left a toilet unflushed.
Choice stuff.
THE GLASS HAM4ER has high adventure,
political intrigue, intricate personal
35

relationships, international conspiracies,
love, death, mystery, suspense and on
and on. You name it. And it all comes
together beautifully, somehow. He rakes
it look easy, wandering into religious
speculation without ever getting preachy,
and politics without mounting a soapbox.
It's refreshing, the freedom he gives
the reader.
So the bottom line is easy. There's
not much you could want from a book that
you won't find in THE GLASS HANMER. K.
K. Jeter just keeps getting better.
Now that he’s writing full time, the
mind boggles at the possibilities. He
Ins only just begun to play with our
heads.

TFE DREAM YEARS
By Lisa Goldstein
Bantam, 1985, 181 pp., $13.95
REVIEWED BY ANDREW ANDREWS
What happens -- what contrasts can
be made, conclusions be drawn -- when a
young Parisian,surrealist novelist by
the name of Robert St. Oige (from the
Surrealist Movement which began in the
1920s) is transported through time to
the Paris labor riots of May, 1968?
What changes and transformations does
this complex time fluke produce in a
writer already displaced by the onset of
an intellectual/artistic revolution al¬
ready in progress?
In spots molded from the blood of
jazz, in places seemingly forced into
the realm of fantasy realism, THE DREAM
YEARS moves the reader inexorably into
the mind of Robert St. Onge as he makes
one discovery after another. What is
the Paris he is thrust into, and what
must he become to comprehend it?
Lisa Goldstein (author of THE RED
MAGICIAN) has given us a lightweight,
hit-and-run vehicle that glides us
through the mind of the surrealist nov¬
elist in his confrontation of the char¬
acters of two ages. She weaves a fabric
that molds the two distraught periods -and points the way for the visionaries
and their visions into the coming cen¬
tury. At the vep- least, THE DREAM YEARS
is challenging, in parts difficult -and brings Sturgeon to the mind.

TFE 4lH DIFENS ION
By Rudy Rucker
Houghton Mifflin, 1984, 228 pp, $17.95
REVIEWED BY RITCHIE BEfEDICT
Rudy Rucker is probably best knovn
as one of the new breed of science fic¬
tion writers, who first appeared upon
the scene in the late 1970s. He has
gone from writing short story collec¬
tions such as THE 57th FRANZ KAFKA to
full-length novels that include: WHITE
LIOIT, SPACETIME DONUTS and THE SEX
SPHERE. He. is that rare personage, a
science fiction writer who is also a
mathematician. His first non-fiction
book was INFINITY AND THE MIND. I
bought a copy of this some time ago and
struggled valiantly through some sections
of it. There is something about pure
mathematics that has a tendency to make
your eyes glaze over unless you are a
mathematician yourself.
For this reason I am pleased to re¬
port that this new book is a happy mar¬
riage between SF concepts and science

fact. It is looking irore and more like
Rucker may be the new Asimov --a popularizer of science par excellent. If you
are a writer, this book is a fertile
ground for obtaining imaginative ideas.
The line drawings and Rucker's irrepres¬
sible sense of humor makes it seem like
MINTY PYTHON MEETS THE PHYSICS TEACHER.
That arch skeptic and foe of para¬
psychology, Martin Gardner contributes
the Foreword and while disagreeing that
Rucker has some valid argunents on the
existence of meaningful coincidence (or
synchronicity as Jung termed it), he
nevertheless is also captivated by the
charm of the book. He also raises a
valid point that puzzled me as well, how
many of the odd concepts of modem phys¬
ics are "real" and how many are creat¬
ions of the minds that study them?
There are no clear answers of course,
and perhaps there never will be.
The subtitle of tins book is TOWARD
A GEOMETRY OF HIGHER REALITY. It sounds
a bit daunting, but the SF fan will feel
right at home when he realizes that this
includes such familiar concepts as hyperspace, time travel, alternate universes,
telepathy, black holes, faster-thanlight travel and even ghosts (yes, Vir¬
ginia, there may be higher dimensions
than our own, and now you can be first
on your block to have scientific proof
of this). Some ideas of great complex¬
ity have always been difficult for the
average person to visualize. This is
why Flatland was such an instant hit in
1884 and why Rucker includes an entire
chapter about it. We sometimes forget
that there is a great deal more to "real¬
ity" than meets the eye. The late SF
writer Philip K. Dick was obsessed with
this question in all of his fiction, so
it comes as no surprise that Rucker won
the 1982 award for SF named after him.
I am not even going to try to ques¬
tion the accuracy of all this material
as it would take another scientist to
do so. I will say that everything seems
to be unimpeachable in this area, as
will be apparent by the reference
sources in the extensive bibliograpny.
The margins are studded with excerpts
from the books of H.G. Wells, Lewis Carroll, C.S. Lewis, Edwin A. Abbott (auth¬
or of the classic FLATLAND), Robert A.
Heinlein, Tom Wolfe, Carl Jung, David
Gerrold (THE MAN WHO FOLDED HIMSELF),
Jorge Luuis Borges and Rucker himself.
For those who loved solving Rubik's Cube
there are a number of curious puzzles,
the answers to which are given in the
back of the book.
Curiously, some of the ideas support¬
ed by the new physics resemble phenomena
reported by occultists for centuries,
particularly poltergeist effects where
matter seems to penetrate matter.
The cover looks a bit text-booky,
which is a shame, as it will prevent
some readers from looking into the book
further. The fantastic is conmcnplace
to the point that even Rudy Rucker him¬
self has to admit he is not certain how
much he believes in some of the things
he discusses himself (he has had some
fantastic dreams involving synmetry).
I only wish that my science teacher
in high school had been able to coimunicate principles such as simultaneity as
well as Mr. Rucker does. His tendency
to not take himself or science too ser¬
iously will be looked down on by some,
but he has written a marvelously inter¬

esting book for those of us who like SF
but are not too crazy about learning the
science part that backs it up.

MINOTAUR
By John Farris
Tor, 09/85, 373 pp., $3.95
ISBN: 0-812-58258-6
REVIEWED BY CHARLES EE LINT
A deadly spore, unearthed in an
archeological dig, has become active and
is destroying the world's grain crops.
A French Marquis plots revenge against
the Greek tycoons who drove his daughter
to her death. A young Kentucky woman is
hunting down her brother's killer across
the globe. And the Minotaur, a monstrous
terror, is on the loose ...
John Farris's latest novel is a fat
thriller combining the best of all his
writing strengths: exotic locales, rich
characterization, complex plotting and
headlong actiai. It has touches of sci¬
ence fiction in its speculations of what
the deadly Cirenaica spore means in
teTms of world hunger and the machina¬
tions of multinational corporations that
plan to cash in on the disaster. It al¬
so has a strong dose of psychological
horror in its description of how the Min¬
otaur was created and its stalking of
its prey. But primarily it is a book
about people -- fully-rounded characters
that the reader can care about.
For those unfamiliar with Farris's
earlier novels such as SHARP PRACTICE
L974), THE FURY (1976), THE UNINVITED
(1982) and SON OF THE ENDLESS NIGHT
(1985), MINOTAUR is an excellent intro¬
duction to his work. Recomnended.

1>C QUAKING LANDS (jAEE CEMONS ttl)
By Robert E. Vardeman
Avon, 206 pp., $2.95
REVIEVCD BY PAUL MCGUIRE
Three demons discover that
placing a chip of jade under their
tongues turns their flesh to stone,
vastly increases their power and
makes them want to slay and destroy
even more than normal. They set
out to kill all the other demons
and destroy the world of humans.
Kesira is a nun in service to
one of the slain demons. With a
talking bird, a half-demon warrior
and a werewolf who keeps trying to
kill her, the bird and the halfbreed, she sets out to kill the
bad demons who killed the good de¬
mons. There is a lot of fighting,
running and earthquakes before
they free a toad-like good demon
with "toy hands" and "iaqjossible
legs." With his help, they next
set out to kill one of the bad de¬
mons.
This is very standard stuff,
typically set forth. Unless you
are having severe S6S withdrawal
symptoms, wait for something more
imaginative and better written.
(NV favorite sentence in the book
was, "Kesira's guts turned to
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Ed. by Martin H. Greenberg, Richard
Matheson and Charles G. Waugh.
Aval, 1985, 550 pp., $8.95
REVIEWED BY ANDREW ANDREWS
Leaving many of them to rust to an¬
tiquity, so many of the original "Twi¬
light Zone" stories never made it to a
short-story collection before, not to
mention syndication. It is with delight
that I got to re-experience such classics
as Charles Beaumont's "The Howling Man"
and Richard Matheson's "Steel:" THE
TWILICHT ZONE: THE ORIGINAL STORIES make
it happen.
While many view the short anthology
a dying venture in publishing, you can
only linger on a project such as this
with joy: How can editors select from
numerous classics and clinkers, and man¬
age to put together stories that ring
beautiful and true? Editors Greenberg,
Matheson and Waugh should be contended
for some fine efforts.
Carol Serling dubs this anthology
"a tribute to the fine writers whose im¬
aginative ideas and talent made TZ a
reality." From the introduction, Rich¬
ard Matheson reminds all of us that
what makes the long-syndicated and soonto-be rejuvenated TV series so popular
"are the stories. The STORIES ... which
intrigue and excite and anuse and ter¬
rify and half a dozen other wonderful
emotions." All that, because television
was able to fulfill its promises.
For those of you who have forgotten,
or for those fresh into this avenue,
this 550-page anthology is worth your

********•*•***•**•******•*•******•****•*

By Allan Cole 6 Chris Bunch
Del Rey,’ 1984, 298 pp., $2.95
REVIEWED BY STEVE MILLER
The flavor of this book is
vintage space opera. All of the
cliches are in place: empathic
aliens, great hinting beasts, goodhearted space comnander on a secret
mission, an unnortal emperor,
plots within plots, and lots of
bloody battles. There are beauti-

ful women galore, most of them at¬
tracted to good-guy Coirmander Sten.
There's also a fair amount of the
space opera standard military style
lingo -- and as in Doc Smith's use
of QX as a substitute for OK -- it
can be distracting at the wrong
Appending the term "space op¬
era" should let you know a lot
about how this book operates. Com¬
mander Sten (previously introduced
to readers in a book called simply
STEN) is part of a shoot-em-up-forthe-enperor-team which runs around
the galaxy in a rustbucket ship do¬
ing things Mr. Phelps might have
done for the old MISSION: IMPOSSI¬
BLE TV show. Other team members
include his girlfriend, a pair of
enpathic tigers, a blood-thirsty
teddy bear who is also the medic
and hence is known as Doc, etc.; a
full catalogue of originators for
these kinds of creatures and crew
members would name Murray Leinster,
Andre Norton, and Doc Smith, among
As the book opens Sten and Bet;
his lady, are having difficulties
with each other. Conveniently, the
battle-ready team is attacked and
nearly defeated by a battle cmiser
manned by a group representing the
Wolf Worlds, a remarkably Islamicstyle religious enclave which hap¬
pens to be in a suddenly important
trade route.
Along with team member Alex (I
canna tell ya I dinna ken his clan)
the token Scot, sten is pitted
against two warring religious fac¬
tions, both of which claim to be
the true branch of the religion.
Their job is simple: start a war
and let the side which is most fav¬
orable to the enperor come out as
the winner.
Allowed to hire a couple of
additional mercenary commanders
and their troops, Sten puts togeth¬
er a force which is hired by the
religious fanatics and then goes
to work, doing his duty by tire em¬
peror. Aided by a group of comput¬
er hackers (talk about anachronism!)
and assorted aliens, Sten moves to
win the war, gets involved with the
sister of an important political
figure, and then gets trapped on
an enemy world.
If you like lots of action,
cute characters and lots of zoomy
plot devices, this is a book for
you. You know, yet don't mind,
that the mercenary commander who
claims to be irnimortal will be the
first killed in the attack. You
know, but don't mind, that Sten
will eventually get back to his old
girlfriend after having had a
chance to mess around with someone
else. You know, but don't mind,
that Sten’s buddies will come in
and rescue him. Adventure fans,
forward!
Problems? The characters do
not change by the action of the
book, the action is frequently
telegraphed, and perhaps the use
of "UW tubes" might be clarified:
Is an LRM a long range missile or
a little red mitten? Even if one
of the authors has been a military

man most of his readers might pre¬
fer just a little bit more explana¬
tion and a little less jargon at
times. Also, don't expect a 298page read here -- the book is so
broken by single and half-page
chapters, books within books, etc.
that it should be closer to a 250page book. Still, THE WOLF WORLDS
is readable, the characters fun and
the action fast. Maybe you can't
ask much more out of a Space Opera
than that.

KERMIT'S GARDEN OF VERSES
By Jack Prelutsky
Mippet Press/Random House, hardcover,
1982, SO pages, $4.95
REVIEWED BY NEAL WILGUS
What's the best-known fantasy of all
time? The Mippet Show, of course. Well,
maybe not, but the Mippet fantasy is
surely up there with Oz, Disney and the
Hobbits as multi-mEdia fantasy worlds
widely enjoyed by children and adults
alike.
The central figure in the Mippet
world is, of course, Kermit the Frog, and
it's a Kermit's-eye view we get in this
delightful little collection of Mippet
verse. Jack Prelutsky has done an out¬
standing job of capturing the Kermit
charisma in simple rhymes -- poetry that
works so well it's pure pleasure to read
it aloud, or even to yourself. Most of
the poems are Kermit's homages to or as¬
sessments of his fellow performers on
the Mippet Show, although a few are more
autobiographical and reflective. No Se¬
same Street characters here -- that's a
whole other fantasy world.
KEIWIT'S GARDEN is lushly illustrat¬
ed by Bruce McNally, who gives us beau¬
tiful full-color portraits and landscape
on every page -- all the familiar Mippet
characters doing their familiar routines;
lovingly depicted. Prelutsky and McNally
make a perfect team.
I wouldn't trade this GARDEN for a
ream of speculative verse or all the Rysling anthologies laid end to end. Three
cheers -- the spirit of poetry lives on
in simple children's verse such as this.

EI“PRISE By Michael P. Kube-McDowell
Berkley, 1985, 304 pp., $2.95
REVIEWED BY LEAN R. LAMJE
Early in the 21st Century, energy
sources nearly exhausted, and nuclear
war impossible thanks to the first ap¬
plication of a true Grand Unified Field
Theory, the world faces end with a whim¬
per. Then, a lonely Idaho radio-astron¬
omer earns death for his pursuit of sci¬
ence when he detects the message. We
Word of the SETI message is passed
to an eccentric group of British scient¬
ists, who equally risk all for pursuit
of "useless" scholarship in the face of
a worldwide Luddite mentality, until the
"boy-king" of England takes notice.
From King William's efforts rises the
multi-national Pangaeon Consortium. Un37

der the leadership of Devaraja Rashuri,
the Consortium insitgates a new renais¬
sance of technology, to prepare Earth
for the arrival of the Senders. For it
soon becomes clear that the SETI message
originates from an alien starship, a ves¬
sel from Mu Cassiopeia that will arrive
in the Solar system in less than tvx> deRashuri, Prime Minister of India,
rules the Pangaean Consortium with the
skills of both Machiavelli and Gandhi,
as he struggles with China's Tai Chen,
and lesser world powers, to achieve man¬
kind's return to space. Finally, Pride
Of Earth is launched to meet the alien
sKip enroute, yet the best that humanity
can offer is a flawed crew of four, each
with his or her own chauvinistic purpose.
In these jingoistic times, some may
be disturbed by this novel's relegation
of America to second-class status, yet
EMPRISE offers a realistic cautionaty
tale of U.S. factionalism and religious
fanaticism. International politics, in
the face of vanishing resources, are
portrayed with equal skill.
Add Kube-McDowell to the list of
those like Bedford, Brin, and Forward,
who know how science is done, and pen
compelling fiction around the people who
do it. As "Book Che of the Trigon Disunity," the polish of this first novel,
and the mystery at the end of EMPRISE
offer more than ample reason to await
the forthcoming novels in this series
with great impatience.

************************************

ON HE FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE
By G. Harry Stine
Atheneum, 1985, $8.95, Paper orig., illus.
REVIEWED BY JOHJ DIPREIE
Certainty not you average "how-to"
book, G. Han-y Stine's do-it-yourself
manual of bizarre projects explores sev¬
en nature-defying "machines" -- single
pendulums, home-made pyramids, intricate¬
ly-wired Hieronymous Machines, and much
more. Each device comes complete with
diagrams, instructions, background and
other information. Stine convincingly
maintains that each invention really
works -- despite the bud tongue-clucking
of establishment scientists. (Ah, yes,
... those "high priests" of empirical
dogma.) Amateur scientists who face
controversy heroically, claims Stine,
shall discover fantastic truths about
our universe in the future.

HE ALIEN UPSTAIRS
By Pamela Sargent
Bantam, 16S pp., $2.75
REVIEVED BY PAUL MCGUIRE
Fifteen to twenty years in
the future a new ice age is rumb¬
ling down and society is barely
hanging in there. Into an apart¬
ment building moves a man who
blithely announces that he is an
alien from space. Sarah thinks sh

pected side effect of their computerbrain interface: electronically augment¬
ed telepathy. Then Flanders captures
the experimental group, and even the
powerful Artificial Intelligence prog¬
rams of Intertel seem at a loss to help
in this final battle for individial
freedom.
Although very much in the action-ad¬
venture vein, and lacking the lyric
prose of the multi-award winner, BROTHER
JONATHAN follows the same theme as Gib¬
son's NEURCMANCER. Kilian's shorter nov¬
el should not languish in the wake of
Gibson's, however, for BROTHER JONATHAN
offers a realistic consideration of how
we might actually experience computer
enhancement of our brains. For all its
flash, the glorious hallucinogenic mind
expansion of NEURCMANCER is solipsistic
nonsense by comparison with Kilian's
solid neurological extrapolations.

renegade daughter and a whole band
of renegades. John Cunningham goes
through soul-searching training in
nartial arts, gives up, comes
back, falls in love with the guru's
fine daughter, etc. The New People
get big ideas on how to eliminate
the underground; in fact, they end
up forcing Cunnigham into something
of a leadership role and he attacks
the local enclave itself to rescue
a resistance worker.
t really compliche death of soc-

REVIEWS BY STUART NAPIER

MORE REVIEWS BY STUART NAPIER

DC BURNT LANDS
By Richard Elliott
Fawcett, paperbk, 198S, 263 pp., $2.95
REVIEWED BY NEAL WILGUS
It’s no secret in this publication
that "Richard Elliott" is really Richard
E. Geis and Elton T. Elliott, and that
Elliott does most of the plotting and
Geis does the actual writing. So if you
want to read Dick Geis's latest, THE
BURNT LANDS is it.
LANDS is a sequel to last year's
THE SWORD OF ALLAH -- actually, the sec¬
ond of a three-or-four volume series.
Each novel is independent, but since the
action in LANDS follows the action in
ALLAH with hardly a pause for breath, I
would reconmend reading them both, in
the published order. There's already a
third volune, tentatively titled HIE NOR¬
RIS REBELLION, on the drawing boards.
In ALLAH half the world is reduced
to rubble when a super satellite armed
with a particle-beam weapon fires bursts
of energy into the sin and provokes a
solar flare which wastes the eastern
hemisphere. In LANDS the flare and sub¬
sequent hurricanes and firestorms have
subsided and the survivors, in both hem¬
ispheres are struggling to make the most
of the situation. In Europe and Asia
the survivors are the few lucky enough
to be in protected places when the flare
occurs -- in North and South America
the survivors are the many who are now
faced with a totally different world
and a totally new situation.
Hunter-killer secret agent Join Nor¬
ris is the main protagonist in the ser¬
ies, but in LANDS he shares the spot¬
light with Erica Stoneman, the ruthless
young widow of Bradford Collier Stoneman (ne Rockfeller), the behind-thescenes manipulator who owned much of
the world -- including various media
figures and politicians. Bradford Stoneman died toward the end of ALLAH, but
Erica is even acre coldblooded and am¬
bitious than her elderly husband and now
she is in the position to loot the ruins
of Europe and Asia, and to consolidate
her hold on the world. What stands in
her way is the remaining vestiges of the
American government -- primarily Julia
Waggoner, who becomes President vdien the
earlier president, William Barr, was pre¬
sumed to be killed by the flare while
he was in Europe for a conference.
In LANDS it's learned that President
Barr was not killed after all, but kid¬
napped before the Catastrophe by social¬
ist terrorists who are now holding him
for ransom. John Norris is sent to Ger¬
many to investigate and to negotiate
with the terrorists if the hostage real¬
ly is President Barr. It is, but thipgs
start to get complicated when Erica al¬
so finds out and moves to take advantage
of the situation, first by making her
omi deal with the terrorists, and then
by trying to wipe out Norris, Barr and
die terrorists in one quick blow—hoping
that this will bring ruin and impeach¬
ment to President Waggoner so that Erica
can put her own puppet on the throne,
er, in the White House.
The fly in that ointment, of course,
is Norris, the archetypical hero who
can be wouided and beaten and abused but
never stopped for long, and never killed
no matter how certain is death at the
end of each chapter. Erica's army soon
has Norris on the run, with a mortally
wouided Barr in tow and some uneasy al¬

lies from among the terrorists, and the
action, sex and violence comes thick
and fast. Erica's men take Norris pris¬
oner, but you know how long that is like¬
ly to last -- just long enough for him
to tum the situation to his advantage
and escape again.
In keeping with "Richard Elliott's"
grim view of life, both ALLAH and LANDS
show Norris in a no-win situation, but
in ALLAH he at least comes out slightly
ahead. In LANDS it's a break-even af¬
fair, with Norris and Erica Stoneman
fighting each other to a draw and Norris
just barely surviving. No doubt in THE
NORRIS REBELLION they'll battle again and
the fate of the world will hang in the
balance.

TtE ROYAL BOOK OF OZ , 1921, 263 pp.
KABUMPO IN OZ, 1922, 259 pp.
T>€ COWARDLY LION OF OZ, 1923, 252 pp.
GRAMPA IN OZ, 1924, 227 pp.
TIC LOST KING OF OZ. 1925, 236 pp.
TIC HUNGRY TIGER OF OZ, 1926, 214 pp.
By Ruth Plunly Thom)son
Del Rey paperback, 1985, $5.95 each.
REVIEWED BY ICAL WILGUS
In a review several years ago I ex¬
pressed the belief that many present day
science fiction/fantasy writers and fans
were first taught to suspend disbelief
(in cold print, at least) in the pages
of the Oz books. If others are like me,
they have a hazy memory of the Oz series,
recalling that the books written by L.
Frank Baun had something special about
them that other Oz writers couldn’t quite
match. But over time the whole series
sort of melted together, so that anything
of Oz that's remembered at all is attrib¬
uted to Baum and even the names of the
other writers are forgotten.
After Baun, Ruth Plunly Thompson is
the least likely to be forgotten, for
she took over the series after Baun's
death in 1919 and went on to write more
titles for the series than the Master
did (Baun 14, Thomson 21) . There were
others who took over when Thompson stop¬
ped, but they're likely to be remembered only by members of the International
Wizard of Oz Club and never even heard
of by anyone else. Even Thompson has
been out of print now for twenty years,
available only in libraries and used
bookstores, if at all.
Judy-Lynn del Rey to the rescue.
After repifel ishing all the Baum titles
in Del Rey mass market editions over the
past few years, Judy-Lynn has carried on
with titles IS through 20 -- the first
six of Ruth Plunly Thompson's Oz books.
Even better, the six books are slightly
larger than the standard paperback, meas¬
uring 4 1/2X8 (as opposed to 4 1/4 X'7J
-- which invalidates my earlier complaint
about the original illustrations by John
R. Neill being reduced to such an extent
as to lose all detail.
John R. Neill is the other magic name
in the Oz world. Not only did he illus¬
trate all of the Baun titles except the
first and all of the Thompson titles ex¬
cept the last two -- he also wrote and
illustrated three Oz books of his ovm.
More important, it was Neill's lovingly
executed drawings that brought the Oz
world to life at least as nuch as the
Baun and Thonpsui stories.
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Much as I'm pleased about seeing
these six Thonpson/Neill volunes back in
print, I can't help but reflect that
that hazy impression I referred to above
is pretty close to the truth. Don't get
me wrong -- Thompson is no slouch and she
had already established herself as a
children's fantasy writer before she was
invited by Reilly 6 Lee to take on Oz.
But for all her inventiveness and clever
word play and her sincere efforts to car¬
ry on in the spirit of L. Frank Baun,
there is an inevitable, if subtle, change
in the style and atmosphere -- a change
that seems reflected too in the Neill
illustrations, which are extremely good
but somehow not quite up to the master¬
pieces in the Baun volumes.
In THE ROYAL BOOK OF OZ (first at¬
tributed to Baun and correctly credited
to Thompson in this edition for the first
time) the Scarecrow goes searching for
his ancestors, Dorothy and the Cowardly
Lion go searching for the Scarecrow and
a whole new kingdom is added to Oz geog¬
raphy. Major new characters introduced
include Sir Hokus of Pokes, Comfortable
Camel and Doubtful Dromedary.
KABUMPO IN OZ introduces Kabunpo the
Elegant Elephant as a major new charac¬
ter and Prince Ponpadore and others as
minor ones. Pompadore seeks a "proper
princess" who can save his kingdom of
Puiperdink from disappearing but his
search is complicated by Ruggedo, the
Qiome ex-king, who's up to his usiel
skullduggery.
In THE COWARDLY LION OF OZ more new
characters are added: Notta Bit More the
circus clown, Bob Up the orphan, and Histafa of Mudge who plots to capture the
Lion. There are perils galore, but the
Cowardly Lion keeps up a brave front.
CRAMPA IN OZ tells of how King Fumbo
of Ragbad loses his head and of how Prince
Tatters and Grampa set out to find it -and are lauiched on the series of adven¬
tures that leads them to Oz, and Dorothy,
who is out adventuring herself.
THE LOST KING OF OZ recouits the
search for Ozma's father, Pastoria, who
disappeared during the "Mombi Rebellion"
before recorded Oz history began. A boy
named Snip, a Goose named Pajuka and a
tailor named Tora are caught in Mombi's
web, while Dorothy and others set out on
their own search for Pastoria. Alas,
Mombi, one of the best of the baddies,
is disposed of at the end of this one.
And THE HUNGRY TIGER OF OZ tells how
the Tiger and Betsy Bobbin team up with
the Vegetable Man and Prince Reddy to
search for the magic Rash Rubies. Ozma
is kidnapped by Atmos Fere the Airman
and the Tiger and company clash with the
Big Wigs, but after various adventures
everything comes out right in the end.
Thompson's stories are more plotted
and more formula than Baum's and her
characters don't seem as inventive as
his, but these books are a worthy contin¬
uation of the Oz series and certainly
worth having back in print. Children
especially will enjoy them and probably
won’t notice the slight changes in style
and plotting that seem obvious to adults.
If you loved Baum, you'll probably like
Thompson a lot.
As this review is being written,
September 1985, the next three Thompson
titles have just come out -- THE QOE
KING OF OZ, THE GIANT HORSE OF OZ and
JACK PtHPHNHEAD OF OZ. Kbre to come.

ers are still polluted. What EPA stan¬
dards remain after Reagan has dismantled
what he can are not being emulated by
other industrial nations. And since the
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pour into the air and oceans in Korea or
Mexico or wherever, will eventually af¬
fect us here.
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the condition of the nation for years -in 1972 and now -- and mostly it's wors¬
ening. SF writers and fans are supposed
to be an aware, forward-looking bunch,
but you and most fans seem blinded to

LETTER FROM JOHN SHIRLEY'
n’l N. Beverlv Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
iew column in SCIENCE FIC«
, Orson Card briefly dis, "The Incorporated'(Av's

any way? Much of his own fiction in the
past has been all of these things. (See
for example, a piece published in Of-NI
five or six years ago called "Unaccompan¬
ied Sonata.") In all fairness, it seems
that Scott is abandoning his earlier
style for the "plain tale plainly told"
school which has been ascendant in re¬
cent years. Does this mean that every
other short story writer in the field
has to do the same thing, except of course
when Scott deigns to grant the odd auth¬
or his own brand of papal dispensation
to break the rules?
'And whose rules are these, anyway?
Scott's or a consensus of certain SF ed¬
itors, writers and fans? Admittedly,
Scott takes full responsibility for his
broadside, and yet those who have been
paying attention for the past few years
will note a familiar ring coming from the
belltower. It's the soimd of Scott chim-

be poisonous -- but who cares? We'll be
safe and comfortable inside. And by de¬
grees, as we feel the curious swelling
of a gnawing sense of loss, we'll begin

i the
isunderstand the story -- th:
fault. But I take issue w: th
e spreads falsehoods about
of the natural environment,
n be implying that pollut®
If

n dy-

crease. There are a number of countries
especially those badly affected by it
like Canada and Norway, who're becoming
downright desperate due to the damage
to destroy lake after lake, stream after
stream, hundreds of square miles of del¬
icate wilderness ecology' in the USA.
And that's only the beginning. It’s go¬
ing to get worse. Even the government
admits it -- though they're doing noth¬
ing about it. One major study predicted
that acid rain would threaten the lives
IP millions of people due to the toxins
coming more widespread.
e had a temporary leveling off
ion in a few places, but the
ministration is engaged
teeth of the Air quality laws,
n expect the neager improvevnsfr jttjjm. I can attest that
ore m
is POISONOUS. (I
:i here another yc
ining companies
. r land-grab, lob¬
bying and pulling strings in Washington
to get control of what remains of public
lands,' parks, wildlife,
sm, and gouge the
'The toxic waste problem is GROWING,
Orson. And revolting housing projects
and franchises are spreading like a fun¬
gus. The country's going to look like a
series of overlapping Monopoly Boards.
Too many of the country's beaches are
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'Maybe, post 1972, it's not intel¬
lectually fashionable to be concerned
about the fate of the natural environ¬
ment. But ignoring environmental prob¬
lems won't make them go away. And one
of these days they'll catch up with you,
yes you, even those of you who don't
give a damn.'
((With the shrinkage of the American
industrial base due to foreign com¬
petition, it's likely domestic pol¬
lution and toxic wastes will come
under control-by-attrition. The
next question is: what do you do about the developing industrial cent¬
ers like Mexico,Brazil, Japan/China/
Korea, etc? They are likely to pois¬
on the Pacific and send acidic storms
across the ocean to our continent.
Do we refuse to buy their cheap
goods until they clean up their act?))

# LETTER FROM TIM SULLIVAN
2325 Brown St, Hiiladelphia, PA
19130
Sept. 6, 1985
'What is Orson Scott Card talking
about in the Fall, 1985 edition of SFR?
His stabs at what he calls "The ArtsyFartsy Fiction Factory" are a bit strain¬
ed, to say the least. Scott goes on for
eight pages or so decrying this bugbear
of the science fiction world, and then
lists fourteen outstanding stories of
recent months as a contrast. May I say
-- without intending to deride any of
the stories -- that several of the four¬
teen seem to embody precisely what the
critic deplores? Scott would doubtless
explain here that yes, they may possess
artsy-fartsy elements, but in these stor¬
ies the hated artsy-fartsiness actually
'True enough, as far as it goes.
But what then, the confused reader may
well ask, is all the fuss about? If
Scott is merely saying that he likes cer¬
tain stories and doesn't care for others,
that's fine, but what does he mean by all
this other stuff in his colurn?
'Is Scott trying to say that good
fiction is always intuitive; never.selfconscious, academic or structuralist in
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ing in with the reactionary forces who
celebrated the "death" of the New Wave
in the seventies.
'Well, I have news for Scott. He is
too late. The wind is shifting. Those
wlx> believe that SF should never have
progressed past the Heinlein juveniles
of the fifties are no longer among the
vanguard of the elite. They are, in fact,
beginning to look a bit silly and repres¬
sive. Worse than that, dated.
'It is about time people in this
field grew up enough to realize that you
cannot erase a part of the past because
you happened to find it confusing. We
all found the sixties and early seventies
confusing, and revisionist thinking will
not change what happened. The cyberpunks
are among us, already mutating into ghodknows-what, while Scott still carps
about the mild stylistic experimentation
of what the punks refer to as "the bor¬
ing old farts" -- Kessel, Dozois, Willis,

1

tr LETTER FROM BOB SHAW
thing. A little 'differentness in
66 Knutsford Rd, Grappenhall
fiction narrative is fine, but when
Warrington, Cheshire WA4 2PB, UK
a lot of literary-minded new writers
Sept 25, 1985
adopt it to be "in" and to be consid¬
'My typewriter is away being overhaul¬
ered acceptable to a few New York sf- ed, so I hope you can read my handwrithating critics...forget it. But
Sco-t will probably have words to say,
'Re the comments on FIFE PATTERN, I
too, next issue.))
often wander if readers and critics think
that an author believes that his latest
book is perfect, and their pointing out
of a fault comes as a great revelation
to him. It usually isn't like that -with me anyway. I can take any one of
# LETTER FROM JOE SANDERS
my novels and reveal faults that nobody
6354 Brooks Blvd, Mentor, OH, 44060
else has even come near to unmasking,
September 19, 1985
but I felt compelled to write them just
'Orson Scott Card's column should be
the sane, because they satisfied an ina great service for people like me who
don't follow the SF magazines closely
'FIRE PATTERN represents a nice ex¬
any more, but I was stunned at some of
ercise in plotting for anybody who is in¬
his comments in SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW
terested in becoming a science fiction
*56. In narticular, what he says about
writer. The phenomenon of spontaneous
Gibson's Neuromancois so willfully mis¬
human
combustion is dramatic and terrify¬
leading tliai it makes me doubt his abil¬
ing in its physical manifestation -- good
ity to read and report, let alone eval'But so what if Scott isn’t interest¬
grist for the SF writer's mill -- but
ed in the latest currents in the SF
the essence of the phenomenon is its
short fiction sea, you may be saying.
'It is not true that the novel's
randomness. It has never been explained
Who cares? Well, any SF fan worth his
protagonist is a self-destructive "turd"
because the victims and their circum¬
salt should care, because the real
who is completely unable to act. It is
stances have nothing in common. Now,
strength of this field has always been
not true that both the book's main elec¬
that is bad news for your budding SF
in its short fiction. That's where the
tronic conciousnesses want oblivion.
writer. He might, possibly, be able to
ideas are, in their purest form. That’s
What the characters want -- like the
write a decent mainstream novel about
also where those accused of artsy-fartrest of us -- is a self-contradictory
the effects of one SHC case on a group
siness choose to work. Scott says they
tangle: to hang on safely to what they
of people -- but the SF treatment more
could be as popular as Niven if they
have now and get more of the same, but
or less demands that the writer should
just went along with the party line.
also to give up out-grown dreams for the
devise an explanation for the phenomenon.
But have you read Niven's latest collab¬
sake of growth. Wintemute doesn't want
Furthermore, there would be little point
oration with Pouihelle, FOOTFALL? It’s
to die; he wants to escape the limita¬
in coming up with an explanation which,
written for SF illiterates. The newest
tions that are built into his nature,
say, attributed SHC to some freakish
idea in the entire 495 pages is a ramjet.
and he's single-minded and desperate en¬
chemical imbalance in the victims' bod¬
That's the sort of SF you have to write
ough to smash anything that would stop
ies. Realistic though that might ap¬
to be on the best seller list, kids, un¬
his getting free. Case, the protagonist,
pear, it would leave the writer with an
less you're already as well known as As¬
also wants to grow past his limitations,
essentially random phenomenon -- and to
imov. How many household words did you
though he doesn't understand his desires
write a story he has to link SHC cases
see slurping up free drinks at the last
very well. Early in the story he is
together, to find an underlying pattern.
Worldcon meet-the-pros party you attend¬
drifting toward death because he is un¬
(Hence the title of my book.)
ed? Probably never heard of at least
able to explore the electronic landscape;
'Once it has been decided that, in
half of the men and women introduced by
later, though, he certainly does make a
the fictional world of the proposed book,
the toastmaster, unless I miss my guess.
commitment to Molly, and he does know
SHC is not random, that the victims are
Another twenty-five or thirty percent
what's going on when he tells SJane to
chosen in some way, we are faced with
may have been vaguely familiar. Another
let Wintemute go:
the question of who does the choosing
twenty or so are pretty well knowi to SF
"Give us the fucking code ... If
and why. In other words, it is neces¬
fans, and the rest are genuinely famous,
you don't, what'll change? What'll
sary to devise a conspiracy. I daresay
minor or major media personalities.
ever fucking change for you? ... I
it is not beyond the powers of anybody
"Which begs the burning question:
got no idea at all what'll happen
with a good imagination to think up sev¬
Does James Patrick Kelly, or any of the
if Wintemute wins, but it'll
eral reasons for a secret group to have
other artsy-fartsies, like being a litbeen causing several inhabitants of this
tle-knowi short story writer who turns
planet to burst into flames every year
'Granted that the Dixie Flatline,
out the occasional novel? Does he aspire
for the last few centuries, and to deal
who doesn't see any possibility for
to be as popular as Niven? Is it not
with the anomalous features such as the
growth past his limitations, does want
possible that the SF field is big enough
clothing on the bodies remaining uidamoblivion
-and
gets
it.
Granted
that
for both Niven and Kelly, the one as
aged, etc. I could be wrong here, but
Wintemute doesn't know what he will be¬
popular as LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE,
I felt that as soon as the conspiracy
come after he’s free. Granted that Case
the other more in the nature of a PBS
had been uncovered it became the main
does not win Molly's undying love and
program? Has the Hollywood mentality so
feature of the book, and that SHC -- an
winds up only equivocally better than he
permeated our field that there is no room
accidental by-product -- had to fade in¬
began. Granted that people make mistakes
for honest short work that does not pan¬
to the background a bit. I gave one full
and get hurt along the way. So what?
der, that attempts, however successfully
description of a human combustion in the
The attempt to grow doesn't guarantee
or unsuccessfully, to say something that
third chapter, and I would have found it
happiness, let along success. It doesn't
is important to the author, and is con¬
artistically unsatisfactory to punctuate
mean you'll wind up all right. Or even
structed in a way that is meaningful not
the book with repetitions of the event.
righteous.
At
the
novel's
end,
Gibson
only to the author but to the discerning
leaves
it
up
to
the
reader
whether
Case
reader as well? Or must there be nothing
was
right
in
coming
out
of
the
safe
on the SF menu but pablum from now an,
'Why did I go for the interplanetary
world
Neuromancer
offers
him
inside
the
until the reader who desires rich, red
connection? Perhaps it was my fascina¬
computer into a dangerous, uncertain ex¬
meat is forced to go elsewhere?
tion with one of my favorite ideas -- a
istence of guess and endurance. So what?
protagonist is shunted to another planet
'Just what does Scott mean, anyhow?'
Wintemute made his choice before the
or
another
plane of existence by one
story starts; Case makes his during the
means and confouitds everybody by making
story. But they both choose to go on,
his way back home by another means of
to try. That's what people do. Hasn't
((I think Scott means he's all for
his
own
devising.
I have used it in THE
rich, red meat, weird concepts, great Card noticed?'
PALACE OF ETERNITY, NIOTT WALK, ORBITSVILLE, MEDUSA'S CHILDREN and in some
characterization, etc., but has prob¬
short stories, including "The Cottage of
lems with trendy, counter-productive
((I imagine he has. Scott,
Eternity," vhose title was a dig at my¬
delivery systems: the reader has to
you're being dealt with here. What
self for re-using the basic idea of PAL¬
want to read this rare meat text, and say you? Want a new deal?))
ACE.
making him uneasy with a narrative
'Anyway, I'd be genuinely interested
style or technique, turning him off,
in hearing the views of those who object¬
one way or another, is not a good
ed to the shape of FIRE PATTERN about
43
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knife had 1) threatened someone 2) at¬
tempted suicide 3) barricaded himself in
a room, whence he had to be removed by
the police. The most reliable sources
the following morning (convention com¬
mittee and pro guests) had the story
roughly as follows: One of the drunken
teenaged fans (female) had passed out on
the floor, and awakened to find some¬
one's hand up her skirt, whereupon she
cried rape, and several other drunken
teenaged fans appointed themselves vig¬
ilantes and went to batter the culprit's
door down, but all of them were thrown
out by hotel employees. About the same
time, one woman told me that she had
been accosted in an elevator.
’I don't think it entirely a coinci¬
dence that Disciave (which is an extreme¬
ly well-run and pleasant can, I mist

ed a term which I originally thought un¬
necessary, but which now seems quite use¬
ful: dreb. It's a portmanteau word:
dreg/drab. The people we instantly ig¬
nore, some of whom cause all these prob¬
lems. Of course, we can say anything he
like about them in the pages of a fanfanzines, exist.'
((I tend to agree the Return
to Fiction Writing by Hubbard is
an ego trip. In his fiction he
pushes all the plot buttons and
writes fast-paced, 'exciting'
pulp prose. But for all the ex¬
pertise, there is precious little
47

BEYOND THIS HORIZON and Smith’s Con
acy books) and they'll just natural
come non-violent. Sure they will.
'Orson Scott Card's recomnendat
of David Palter's personalzine APPL
DISCORD peaked my interest, but ala
Palter's address is missing. Proba
another of those glitches that Darr
Schweitzer bitches about -- but, he
Darrell, that just gives you anothe
reason to write a letter to the edi
Count your blessings.'
((David Palter's address
follows: David Palter
1840 Garfield PI.,
Hollywood, CA 90028
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